Implementation of asymmetric processing on multi core processors to implement IOT applications on GNU/Linux framework
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Abstract

Internet of Things brought in a bigger computing challenges where there came a need for running tasks in a multi-sensor and large data processing is involved. In order to implement this requirement multiprocessors are being used for implementation of IoT Gateways. There comes a need for specific tasks having a resource dedicated for its job. To fulfill this we face a hurdle in choosing dedicated processor or shared processor in a Symmetric Processing Architecture. Dedicated processor are the one in which all the tasks are being processed on a single core where as in shared core processors specific processes are assigned to specific cores. Symmetric processing makes use of dedicated processors where as Asymmetric processor makes use of shared processors. Asymmetric Multi Processing can be used in real time applications in order to solve real time problems, one such platform is IOT. In this paper we have evaluated Asymmetric processing on GNU/Linux Platform to test multiple threads running on different multi-core processors architectures to realize the same for running IOT applications having higher computational requirements in the future.
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1. Introduction

The primary idea of building a real time kernel with asynchronous multi processing is to solve real time problems. Here the real time processes are executed by this real-time kernel and normal Linux processes are turned down during this lapse. The scheduler of the real-time kernel treats the normal Linux kernel as an idle work, which when given a chance to implement, executes its own scheduler to program normal Linux tasks. But these normal Linux tasks can at any time be pre-empted by a real time task.

Symmetric Multi-Processing is a multiprocessor software and hardware architecture in which two or more identical processors are connected to a single and shared main memory and are controlled by a single operating system which treats all processors equally, reserving none for special purposes. In the case of multi-core processor, the SMP architecture treats them as separate processors.

In asymmetric multiprocessing system (AMP), not all CPUs are treated equally; for example, a system might allow only one CPU to execute operating system code or might allow only one CPU to perform I/O operations. Other AMP systems would do something different so that they were symmetric with respect to processor roles, but attached some or all peripherals to particular CPUs, so that they were asymmetric with respect to the peripheral attachment. AMP is used in applications that are dedicated i.e. when individual processors can be dedicated to specific tasks at design time.

But in real time there is much need in which kernel executes the task based on the priorities of the tasks i.e. it chooses it own task. Here each CPU performs its own task. Such requirement can be implemented by Asymmetric Multi Processing. Hence this drives the basic idea of implementing asymmetric multi processing on different processors used for IOT applications.

2. Analysis

A thread of execution is the smallest sequence of programmed instructions that can be managed independently by a scheduler. Asymmetric Multi Processing involves multiple threads to be executed on multiple cores depending upon the configuration of the system. Here tasks are assigned to specific processors unlike in symmetric processing2.1. The paper should have the following structure

2.1 Multi threading

Multi Threading is the ability of the processor or CPU to execute multiple threads or processes. It tries to enhance the utilization of a single processor by processing both threads and instruction sets in a parallel way. Multi Threading uses common memory heap
for the allocation of the threads. Multi threading provides faster switching between the threads. Asymmetric multi-processing delegates system tasks to be executed by some processors and applications on others. This is basically not well organized as symmetric processing due to the reality that below specific characteristic one processor may be completely active while the other is inactive. At the operating system level, multiprocessing is rarely used to point out the implementation of various synchronous processes in a system, with each process executing on an individual CPU or core, as conflicting to one process at any one instant. Multiprocessing reflects real parallel running of multiple processes using many processors. Multiprocessing certainly don’t convey one process or task uses many processor [19-24].

3. Scheduling mechanisms

Scheduling is the strategy by which work indicated by a few means is appointed to resources for completion of work. The work might be virtual calculation. Components, for example, threads, procedures or data flows are in turn scheduled onto processors, network links or expansion cards which are hardware resources.

A scheduler carries out scheduling activity. Schedulers are used various clients to share framework assets viably, or to accomplish an to keep the system resources busy, it allows multiple users to share resources equally. When used schedulers in implementation, follows a particular algorithm upon which threads are assigned to processors of the systems.

FIPO is one simplest scheduling algorithm which means First In First Out it is also known as First Come First Serve. It simply queues the items in the order they arrive. In this scheduling the task which come first gets served and remaining are in waiting. It is based on queuing and is generally used inside other scheduling mechanisms.

4. 4. Implementation methodology

In order to implement Asymmetric processing first we need set few pre-requisites.

- Preferred Platform
- Selection of CPU
- Kinds of tests to be performed

1. Preferred Platform:

We have chosen Linux to be the suitable platform because of its Free and Open Source Nature having a larger community working towards solving problems. Support of the community and availability of API can be used to solve real time problems. Hence we implemented asymmetric processing on Linux kernel.

2. Selection of CPU:

We have implemented asymmetric multi processing on various multi core processors like a. x86 i3 processor with Frequency-1900 MHz. b. AMD II X3 720 Processor, Frequency- 800 MHz and c. x8 i5 Processor, Frequency- 1400.158 MHz. The system performance and latency was measure for the same. We chose general purpose computing platforms as a base to test the computational power as we are testing the system to work as a IoT Gateway Server.

3. Performing tests:

At first we have created many threads using POSIX APIs and set priority the tasks. Later by using scheduler we assigned the tasks to the specific CPU cores. For example if there are 10 tasks, and if tasks 2, 7 are assigned to CPU1 and 1, 4, 8, 9, 10 are assigned to CPU3 and tasks 3, 5, 6 are assigned to CPU4. Here CPU2 is left idle. Then the CPU 1, 3, 4 perform only related and internal tasks where as CPU2 performs only internal tasks, rest of the time it remains idle. Hence in this way we have implemented asymmetric processing on multi core and checked for CPU performance and measured the start time, end time and latency of all the tasks.
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**Fig 2. Multi threaded Execution**
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**Fig 3. Block diagram and explanation**

1. Installing Standard Linux Kernel.

The first step is to install standard Linux kernel and configuring the kernel to perform Asymmetric Multi Processing.

2. Configuring standard Linux kernel for Asymmetric multi processing using POSIX API’S.

After installing Standard Linux kernel we implemented multi processing with the help of POSIX (portable operating system interface) threads.

We implement multi processing by creating and processing large number of POSIX threads. As a part of asynchronous multi processing, we allocated specific threads to a particular processor. We defined 4 tasks and tasks were assigned to each processor.

3. Testing on various processors

Next we worked on various processors to implement asynchronous process by creating and processing a number of threads where threads were assigned to process specific tasks. We implemented multi processing successfully and thread parameters for each thread are obtained.


After getting the thread related parameters by asynchronous processing, we found latency for each thread. It gives timing for each thread, which is most important for an real time operating system. We also verified multiprocessing on the system level using system monitor performance. Later the graphs were plotted for asynchronous processing for various processors.

5. Testing and verification

After the successful building of the kernel, we need to test the behavior and performance of the kernel to justify the real time behavior of the kernel. To verify the functional behavior and per-
formance metrics of the kernel, we need to carry some standard test benches.

Latency Test:

Latency test is the best marker of your ongoing execution, it checks the general execution of your framework. On the off chance that you have effectively introduced an accurately working constant part this test will tell you quickly. It gauges the distinction in time between the time when an assignment is really called by the scheduler and the time between the normal switch time. This test gives least, normal, and greatest latencies for that period and also least and most extreme general latencies that happened over the whole test for each one moment.

6. Results

1. Asynchronous process on standard Linux kernel (x86 i3 processor, Frequency- 1900 MHz)

   1.1 Asynchronous Processing plot on standard Linux kernel (x86 i3 processor, Frequency- 1900 MHz)

2. Asynchronous Processing on standard Linux kernel (AMD II X3 720 Processor, Frequency- 800 MHz)

   2.1 Asynchronous Processing plot on Standard Linux Kernel (AMD II X3 720 Processor, Frequency-800 MHz)

3. Asynchronous Processing on standard Linux kernel (x86 i5 Processor, Frequency-1400.158 MHz)

   3.1 Asynchronous Processing plot on standard Linux kernel (x86 i5 processor, Frequency-1400.158 MHz).

7. Conclusion

We implemented the asymmetric processing on various processors like i3, AMD, i5 processors and calculated the latency values and, and we also verified the multi processing on system level using system monitor performance, and graphs were plotted for various asymmetric processing on various processors.
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